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Will defence and
nuclear pivot to
ESG?
Recent geopolitical events present an ESG
conundrum
In Europe, exclusions for nuclear and defence were
at their highest heading into the Ukraine crisis, which
led to a debate regarding the social merit of certain
defence capabilities and nuclear energy exposure. In
our view, the debate will contribute to more inclusive
approaches from asset managers regarding ESG
investing strategies. This aligns with themes we heard
at our Global ESG conference in early March.
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mandates and labels. The more likely change in
strategy may come from funds currently employing
an ESG integration approach as previous valuation
overhangs and risk assessments may be "neutralised"
(per a survey respondent).

To better understand this potential shift toward a
more inclusive approach, we surveyed investors
during the two-week period concluding 19 Mar,
2022. Interestingly, more than half of respondents
felt defence and nuclear exposure should be allowed
in ESG mandated funds. To be clear, many felt the
exposure should be allowed in “some circumstances”,
thus not a complete elimination of the exclusion. In
fact, a small number of respondents had begun to
allow certain exposures as a result of the current crisis.
Will this spur more meaningful revisions to
exclusionary policies for sustainable funds? Funds
currently employing exclusionary strategies will have
a more difficult time shifting approaches due to the
red tape from internal and external sustainability
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Exclusions for nuclear and defence had been
increasing
Retail fund data suggests exclusionary investing
strategies continued to increase in Europe for military,
weapons, small arms and nuclear energy through the
end of last year. We find this data to be a good gauge
of broader trends as institutional strategies will often
mirror those of retail funds.
In some cases, institutional strategies may be even
more restrictive, if requested by capital providers.
Moreover, proprietary ESG integration frameworks
may ultimately screen out certain exposures, so a

formal exclusion may not be apparent. We have also
heard anecdotal reports of fund managers choosing
to avoid certain defence/nuclear exposed stocks as
they were tired of defending these positions to asset
allocators or providers.
As a result, percentages (of AUM) shown in Figure
1 for defence and nuclear exclusions are likely
higher than presented below. In recent months,
underperformance due to lack of exposure to this
sector, while potentially a short-term issue, also
presents a challenge to ESG funds. While ESG funds
are marketable, underperformance is not.

Figure 1: Retail AUM with exclusionary investing policies (% of AUM), ETFs vs. Mutual Funds by region
(2015 to 2021, Dec-end)

Source: Morningstar Direct
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However, the final report provided more relief and
clarity, in our view. Aside from toning down phrasing
to "harmful" from "significantly harmful", it provided
more clarity by classifying only controversial weapons
as socially harmful. It now uses internationally agreedupon conventions in determining such weapons, which
typically involves manufacturing nuclear, chemical,
biological and cluster bombs, etc. This implies that
defence revenues from aircraft, ships, engines,
electronics and cyber security could be considered as
socially sustainable.
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In addition, a significant development impacting
defence companies came on 28 February. The
Platform on Sustainable Finance (PSF) published
its final report on Social Taxonomy, with the EU now
set to adopt it legally. In Europe, the PSF determines
the kinds of activities that can be deemed as socially
sustainable investments. It has implications for any
asset manager selling sustainable funds in Europe –
thus it’s quite significant. The group has been working
on the Social proposal for months, having already
released a draft proposal in July of last year. The key
concern for the defence sector has been whether all
defence businesses would be classified as socially
harmful activities.

Figure 2: Recent EV/EBIT re-rating in Defence
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The situation in Ukraine will no doubt drive
international defence budgets higher. Of note is
Germany, which has already officially confirmed higher
defence spending. It has announced a €100bn special
fund and will structurally raise defence spending to
2% of GDP (from 1.5%). Several European countries
followed Germany, with Poland now aiming to spend
3% of GDP from nearly 2% already. After several
decades, a survey of individuals in Sweden and
Finland showed a decisive shift in favour of joining
NATO, forcing their governments to seriously evaluate
the idea, despite Russian warnings. All of this implies
that annual defence spending in Europe is set to rise
structurally over the coming years.

sector had been trading at an EV/EBIT ratio of about
9.6x until recently. Clearly there is renewed interest
in the defence sector from investors, but we believe a
larger re-rating above the current level of 11-12x could
happen if there is wider adoption, especially among
long-term investors.

Jan-21

Relative valuation for defence companies
has improved and may increase from current
levels

EU Aerospace & Defence (m edian) - PE 1-yr fw d

Source: Deutsche Bank, Bloomberg Finance LP

Major European defence firms BAE and Thales had
already clarified that they are not directly involved
in manufacturing these controversial weapons, with
White Phosphorus being the only product still under
watch. They claim that such activities currently
represent below 0.1% of sales and are already being
phased out. Overall, we believe that greater clarity
on the ESG front should make defense stocks more
investable in the future, especially as higher defence
spending boosts growth prospects for the sector.
Valuation-wise, the sector has seen a sudden re-rating,
with European Defence share prices outperforming
Stoxx 600 by nearly 50% YTD, compared to just 5%
outperformance in mid-January. For perspective, the
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Increasing openness towards nuclear
energy?
Nuclear energy is considered a sustainable activity
by the EU Taxonomy, a sustainable investment
classification system released by the EU Commission.
This determination has been under heavy scientific
and political debate. In addition to the Taxonomy,
however, many asset managers seek out green labels
that arguably rubber stamp their funds as sustainable
– often helpful for fund marketing purposes. Some
such labels are stricter than elements of the EU
taxonomy as they may require avoidance of nuclear
(and defence) exposure. Thus, choosing to employ a
more inclusive strategy may have significant red tape
implications for asset managers. The bottom line is
that for a real pool of capital to be diverted towards
this exposure, green labels may also need to alter their
criteria.
Governments are shifting their stances on nuclear
exposure, and that could have an impact. There is
likely a bit more openness to it just because of sky-high
gas prices. Additionally, the UK is reportedly pushing
for more nuclear in the mix, with new small modular
reactors. It is also conceivable that some of the eastern
European countries might accelerate new nuclear
plans.
To be clear, we wouldn't expect most European
countries to build new nuclear capacity, but there is
now debate in Germany and Belgium about whether to
halt / reverse the closure of existing nuclear facilities.
In Germany this looks unlikely. Climate and longerterm safety concerns are key issues. For example,
one respondent to our survey voiced opposition
to including nuclear exposure in sustainable funds
and stated: "Nuclear energy may be seen as climate
friendly in the short term (to aid in transition).
However, it is not a sustainable source of energy due
to finite supply and the waste and potential harm it
causes."
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Summary thoughts
We believe funds employing exclusionary ESG
strategies will have a hard time shifting. It may be that
only those funds that can get through the red tape
of internal and external sustainability mandates and
labels will officially open up more investment capital
to companies with defence or nuclear exposure.
The bigger shift may come from funds that employ
an ESG integration approach. As one investor
suggested, "The greater impact will come from
funds that had to consider ESG factors within their
process but do not have specific ESG mandates.
Factors previously considered overhangs on valuation
are now more likely to be neutralised at worst and
therefore remove a valuation headwind for many
stocks." We see this as an important point that could
lead to more flexibility for the estimated ~$4T in AUM
in Europe employing ESG integration strategies vs.
the ~$9T running exclusionary/negative screening
strategies. In the US, it is estimated that ~$3T in AUM
utilize negative screening/ exclusionary strategies,
while ~$16T ESG employ integration strategies.
(AUM estimates from the Global Sustainable
Investment Review, 2020).
This is a potential shift we will continue to monitor. At
the very least, we believe this debate will contribute
to more inclusive approaches from asset managers
regarding ESG investing strategies.
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